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Riva Project is delighted to present ANIMALS, a group show bringing together works by Paul 
McCarthy, Ardmore Ceramics, Oliver Clegg, Raphaël De Villers, Roe Ethridge, Roni Horn, Jim 
Lambie, Robert Longo, Jonathan Meese and Richard Jackson.
ANIMALS looks to reflect on the position and representation of the Animal, particularly in the 
field of contemporary sculpture. Assembling diverse forms, various techniques and mediums, 
the exhibition suggests a contemporary bestiary, to present the relationship with the animal 
world. Worshiped, sacred, sacrificed or naturalised, the figure of the animal poses questions 
about our view of the world. Whether represented accurately or fantastically, the animal has 
always been a very real concern throughout the history of art. This varied presentation can be 
seen – according to personal interpretation – as a hunting chart or an animal gallery. On the 
border between dream, fascination and fantasy, the artworks shown in the exhibition evoke 
our cohabitation with animals, whose world possesses its own rules but which may yet reveal 
our special bond with the ‘significant otherness’* that is the Animal.

The Los Angeles-based artist Richard Jackson, known for his radical and inventive work, has 
throughout his career intensively developed a powerful ‘unusual behaviour’ (his own term). 
With a familiar humorous gaze, ‘Bad Dog Yellow’, a dog urinating paint on the wall, provokes 
the idea of deconsecration by playing with the ambiguous codes of required decency.

In the same irreverent line, the work of Paul McCarthy always pushes the boundaries between 
savagery and humanity, constantly re-interrogating the primitive hidden deep within everyone. 
The figure of the grotesque also appears in ‘White Snow, Balloon Dog’ – somewhat recalling 
the artist’s interest in mass-produced items, low culture and American mythology – which 
winks a knowing, ironical eye at Jeff Koons’s world-famous steel ‘Balloon Dog’.

In the work of Jim Lambie animality arises from a very personal sense of culture infused with 
the notion of pop-age detritus and abandoned industrial objects. ‘The Byrds’, a large resin 
sculpture of a bird covered with paint, spraying vivid colour on the ground, wittily refers to the 
eponymous Californian band of the mid-’60s while confronting the cultural state of the music 
industry: iconic figures and everyday matters, endless sources of material for Lambie. 

Like Lambie’s, Oliver Clegg’s concerns lie in cultural ambiguity as well as in new modes of 
iconography. ‘Death of Knowledge’, a concrete bird, seemingly crashed to earth and crowned 
with blueish neon, points to the power of images and its crushing victory over what the animal 
kingdom might symbolise: alterity, uncanniness.

Somewhere between shallowness and enigma, Raphael de Villers ‘Le Chevalier Rose’ seems 
to recall a folkloric childhood world inhabited by strange and troubling characters; a world in 
which the borders between beliefs and events, things animal and human, are in turmoil, 
echoing the delicate melted glaze of the artist’s sculptures.



Fascinated since the beginning of her career by the beauty and power of the Icelandic 
landscape, Roni Horn has made taxidermied Icelandic birds one of her subjects of study. 
Playing with the classical framing of studio portraiture and the pairing system inherent in her 
serial work, the birds in ‘Untitled no10’, viewed from behind, imprint the frame with the 
apparently similar colours and markings of their plumage, unique however in their subtle 
variations. This double game of Horn’s poetic images, blurring the signs of sameness and 
difference, raise the fleeting concept of identity for both human and animal.

In another aesthetic and photographic gesture, Roe Ethridge promotes the ordinary feral 
pigeon to the status of elegant and powerful bird. Captured in motion against a radiant-blue 
studio background, Ethridge’s ‘Pigeon’ stresses the uncertain status of images and 
constructed wilderness. The staged image echoes his photographic practice, where personal 
and commercial pictures are intentionally intertwined, bringing banity and mystery to the 
forefront.

The set of functional dinnerware created by Ardmore Ceramics illustrates the skills of the local 
craftsmanship developed since 1985 in the South African mountains of KwaZulu-Natal under 
the direction of Fée Halsted and Bonnie Ntshalintshali. Inspired by their natural surroundings, 
the artists found in the local fauna and flora the forms and colours that would give Ardmore 
Ceramics its delicate naïvety. The exotic bestiary, painted and mounted on the timeless 
objects, establishes a direct link with the materiality of the medium and its natural origins; 
terracotta clay taken directly from the earth, vibrant colours inspired by the landscape.

The use of charcoal by the American artist Robert Longo in his ‘Tiger Head’ series reflects on 
the fragility and instability of his medium. Charcoal, a primeval tool, evokes the first animals 
drawn on prehistoric cave walls. Longo’s impressive draftsmanship, with its photorealistic 
results, gives his subject an almost sculptural quality. The artist brings us face to face with the 
work, this reinforced by the close-up framing of the animal’s head and the dramatic use of 
black and white, confronting us with the species’ unavoidable extinction; another coming 
disaster, a recurrent motif in Longo’s work. 

‘Lady Octypusso Octopopo’ is one variation among the extensive multidisciplinary works of 
Jonathan Meese. Creating and assembling his own mythology by blending diverse cultural 
signs with historical characters, he himself often incarnates many different lifeforms. His 
paintings oscillate between exuberance, fantasy, violence and humour. The multi-armed 
creature, symbol of underwater power with its fascinating agility, somehow embodies the vital 
energy that Meese demonstrates and orchestrates in his extensive body of work, and unfolds 
his idea of the real, absolute, power of art. 

* Term taken from Donna Harraway’s The Companion Species Manifesto: Dogs, People, and 
Significant Otherness (Prickly Paradigm Press, 2003).




